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Perception of Impossible Scenes Reveals Differential Hippocampal and
Parahippocampal Place Area Contributions to Spatial Coherency
Danielle Douglas,1* Sathesan Thavabalasingam,1 Zahraa Chorghay,1 Edward B. O’Neil,1
Morgan D. Barense,1,2 and Andy C. H. Lee1,2*

ABSTRACT: Surprisingly little is known about how the brain combines spatial elements to form a coherent percept. Regions that may
underlie this process include the hippocampus (HC) and parahippocampal place area (PPA), regions central to spatial perception but whose
role in spatial coherency has not been explored. Participants were
scanned with functional MRI while they judged whether Escher-like
scenes were possible or impossible. Univariate analyses revealed differential HC and PPA involvement, with greater HC activity during spatial
incoherency detection and more PPA activity during spatial coherency
detection. Recognition and eye-tracking data ruled out long- or shortterm memory confounds. Multivariate statistics demonstrated spatial
coherency-dependent functional connectivity for the HC, but not PPA,
with greater HC connectivity to various brain regions including lateral
occipital complex during spatial incoherency detection. We suggest the
PPA is preferentially involved during the perception of spatially coherent scenes, whereas the HC binds distinct features to create coherent
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INTRODUCTION
Perceiving a coherent three-dimensional environment is central to our
ability to interact with the world around us. For example, navigating a
university hall likely relies on the harmonious combination of the disparate components that compose the building, including the different floor
levels, staircases, walls, and corridors. Surprisingly, despite the
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importance of this cognitive process to everyday
behavior, relatively little is known about how the
brain combines features to give rise to a single, spatially coherent scene representation.
Based on their importance to spatial cognition, candidate brain regions for supporting spatial coherency
include the parahippocampal place area (PPA) and
hippocampus (HC). Investigations of the representational content of these two regions suggest that they
each contribute to spatial processing in qualitatively
different ways. The PPA is thought to represent the
basic geometry and content of a scene, with these representations being intolerant to low-level shifts in
information (Epstein, 2008), although this may not
always be the case (see Marchette et al., 2015 for evidence for sensitivity to scene identity in the PPA). For
instance, the PPA responds preferentially to whole
rather than fragmented scene images (Epstein and
Kanwisher, 1998), and PPA activity is known to be
sensitive to manipulations of scene identity (Epstein
and Higgins, 2007), boundary (Harel et al., 2013),
and viewpoint (Epstein et al., 2003; Park and Chun,
2009). Crucially, to our knowledge, there has been little work exploring the role of this region in spatial
coherency.
In comparison, the HC may abstract across lowlevel information and represent elements of a scene
along with their particular configuration (Bird and
Burgess, 2008). Much work on the role of the HC in
spatial cognition has focused on the notion that this
structure subserves a cognitive map of the external
environment (O’Keefe and Nadel, 1978). Studies have
reported HC cells that signal specific spatial locations
(O’Keefe and Dostrovsky, 1971; Hori et al., 2003),
spatial view information (Rolls et al., 1997; Ekstrom
et al., 2003), and boundaries of the environment
(Lever et al., 2009). Moreover, neuropsychological
and neuroimaging research has implicated the HC in
spatial memory tasks (Spiers et al., 2001; Burgess,
2002; King et al., 2002; Maguire et al., 2006) and
spatial navigation (Maguire et al., 1997; Spiers and
Maguire, 2007; Igloi et al., 2010).
More recently, theoretical accounts of HC function
have attempted to account for data from paradigms
that do not place an explicit demand on memory
(Lee et al., 2012; Maguire and Mullally, 2013; Yonelinas, 2013). Patients with HC lesions describe
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FIGURE 1.
fMRI perceptual judgement task and recognition
memory stimuli. Examples of (a(i)) impossible scene and (a(ii))
possible scene stimuli, and their respective memory foils (b(i)) and
(b(ii)). Note that each participant saw only one version of each
scene, either possible or impossible, and its respective foil. (c)
Schematic diagram of the task, including scrambled scenes, for
which participants were required to determine whether a

semitransparent circle was located on the left or the right side of
the image. See Supplementary Material for region of interest
(ROI) fMRI analyses of scenes > scrambled scenes. (d) Accuracy
(percent correct) and, (e) reaction time (s) for correct trials. Error
bars represent standard error; three asterisks indicate significance
at P < 0.001. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.
com]

imagined scenes with less spatial detail than control participants, and demonstrate attenuated scene boundary extension
(Hassabis et al., 2007; Mullally et al., 2012), leading to the
idea that scene construction could constitute the core function
of the HC (Maguire and Mullally, 2013). Moreover, discrimination deficits for scene stimuli have been associated with HC
damage (Lee et al., 2005a,b; Aly et al., 2013), with convergent
functional neuroimaging data from healthy adults (Lee et al.,
2008; Barense et al., 2010; Aly et al., 2013). These findings
have led some to suggest, rather controversially, that the HC is
critical for spatial perception by way of processing complex
spatial representations (Lee et al., 2012). Although the validity

of these proposals has been questioned, for instance by suggestions that supporting data are confounded by mnemonic processing (Kim et al., 2011, 2015), they raise the possibility that
the HC binds individual spatial elements of a scene together to
create a spatially coherent representation.
Although their implication in spatial perception suggests a
central role for the HC and PPA in processing spatial coherency, other regions, particularly those involved in spatial navigation, may also be involved. Two such regions are the
entorhinal cortex (ERC), which is located on the medial bank
of the parahippocampal gyrus (PHG), and retrosplenial cortex
(RSC) (Vass and Epstein, 2013). The ERC is the primary
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afferent relay between the rest of the brain and the HC, with
projections from the ERC providing the majority of input to
the dentate gyrus (Amaral and Witter, 1989). In particular,
medial ERC represents allocentric spatial locations (Witter and
Moser, 2006) via neural representations of environmental coordinates (“grid cells;” Fyhn et al., 2004; Jacobs et al., 2013) and
boundaries (“border cells;” Solstad et al., 2008; Lever et al.,
2009). The role of the RSC is less well understood but is
thought to aid in identifying the global location of immediate
environments (Epstein and Higgins, 2007; Park and Chun,
2009), and thus serves as an intermediary between parietal egocentric and HC allocentric representations of space (Aguirre
and D’Esposito, 1999; Vann et al., 2009).
Here, we sought to elucidate how brain regions important
for perceptual and navigational scene processing contribute to
spatial coherency. We examined the neural correlates of spatial
coherency using functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI)
in conjunction with a novel experimental paradigm that was
inspired by the impossible reality work of M. C. Escher
(1898–1971). Neurologically healthy participants were presented with a series of single, unique virtual reality spatial
scenes and were instructed to indicate whether each was
“possible” (i.e., spatially coherent) or “impossible” (i.e., spatially incoherent; see Figs. 1a, c). Although paradigms using
impossible objects have aided enormously in understanding
how the brain represents objects (Schacter et al., 1995; Williams and Tarr, 1997; Freud et al., 2015), to our knowledge,
impossible scenes have never been used to investigate scene
processing. Therefore, measuring neural response to impossible
scenes may provide fundamental information about how scene
coherency is achieved. Univariate statistical analyses were
employed to examine differences in the magnitude of activity
within the PPA and HC, as well as the RSC and PHG, to spatial coherency. We expected that all regions of interest would
be sensitive to the differences in spatial coherency between possible and impossible scenes. We expected greater activity to
possible versus impossible scenes in the PPA, given previous
findings that this region responds less to fragmented scenes.
Conversely, we predicted that the HC would show greater
activity to impossible compared to possible scenes, given previous findings implicating this region in binding lower-level
scene elements into a conjunctive scene representation—a process taxed to a greater degree when assessing the global structure of impossible compared to possible scenes. Multivariate
analyses (Partial Least Squares, PLS) were also used to examine
changes in functional connectivity across conditions between
our regions of interest and the rest of the brain. Particularly,
we wished to assess whether upstream visual regions representing lower-level scene features might be differentially connected
with the hippocampus while viewing impossible scenes, given
previous findings implicating this region in binding lower-level
scene elements. Importantly, we administered a surprise followup recognition memory task after fMRI scanning to probe
whether differences in neural response to spatial coherency
could be accounted for by long-term memory confounds (i.e.,
incidental encoding). Furthermore, a separate eye-tracking
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study provided insight into the manner in which participants
identified impossible scenes, enabling us to address possible differences in scene information load as an alternate explanation
for our neural findings.

MATERIALS AND METHODS
Functional Neuroimaging
Participants
Twenty neurologically healthy, right-handed adults were
recruited from the University of Toronto community. Each volunteer gave informed written consent to participate in the
study and was compensated $40 for their time and travel. Four
participants were removed from statistical analyses due to poor
behavioral performance (two subjects performed at 50% and
54% on one of the conditions), misunderstanding of task
instructions (one subject), and the loss of behavioral response
recording during scan acquisition (one subject). The remaining
16 participants (nine female) were between the ages of 20 and
30 (M 5 24.06; SD 5 2.84). This study was approved by the
Office of Research Ethics at the University of Toronto (Ref:
26927).

General procedure
FMRI data were acquired while each subject performed two
runs of an experimental spatial coherency judgment task intermixed with a baseline target location task, and one run of a
functional localizer task. The former was designed to address
our theoretical question of interest, while the latter was used to
identify functional regions of interest (ROI) for the statistical
analysis of the fMRI data (see fMRI analyses). After scanning,
a surprise recognition memory test was given outside of the
scanner to allow for behavioral measurements of the memorability (e.g., incidental encoding) of the stimuli presented during
the experimental possible/impossible judgment task. All tasks
were programmed and administered using E-prime software
(version 2.0.8.90, Psychology Software Tools).

Stimuli
Fifty-six unique, three dimensional color scenes were created
with Blender (version 2.65, www.blender.org/). Each of these
scenes was designed to appear spatially incoherent (and therefore “impossible”) when viewed from a particular angle, and
this viewpoint was captured as a screen-shot image (960 3
540 pixels; see Fig. 1a). A spatially coherent “possible” counterpart was also created for each impossible scene and captured
from the same viewpoint in order to minimize any differences
between scene conditions, apart from the spatial incoherency.
Thus, the impossible and possible versions of each pair were
similar in terms of their overall layout, scene elements, and textures, and only differed with respect to the disruption of spatial
Hippocampus
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coherency in the impossible scene. Both versions of each scene
were then spatially rearranged, and textures switched between
elements within the scene, to create foil images for the subsequent recognition task (Fig. 1b). The stimulus set was divided
into two and counterbalanced across participants such that
each participant was never exposed to both the impossible and
possible version of any given scene. Additionally, baseline nonscene images (960 3 540 pixels), matched for low-level visual
properties, were creating by scrambling each of the scenes using
Photoshop (Adobe CS 5.1). A partially transparent circle (20
3 20 pixels) was overlaid at a pseudo-random location on each
of the scrambled scenes, such that half of these dots were
found on the left and half on the right of the baseline scrambled images. These images were designed to create a baseline
task that was similar in difficulty to the main experimental task
(see below).

Spatial coherency judgment and baseline task
Two runs were administered per subject. In each run, participants were presented with images in the centre of the screen,
one at a time, for 5000 ms, followed by a fixation cross during
a jittered inter-stimulus interval (ISI; mean 5000 ms). Each
run consisted of 28 experimental possible/impossible judgment
trials intermixed with 28 baseline target location trials, with
each task indicated by the type of stimulus being presented
(scene versus scrambled scene). In the experimental task trials,
participants were asked to indicate whether a given scene was
possible or impossible in the real world (14 impossible, 14 possible scenes per run). In contrast, the baseline task required
participants to determine whether a semi-transparent circle was
located on the left or the right side of the image. This task was
chosen to encourage participants to scan different portions of
the scrambled image as they might while searching for an
impossible portion of a scene. Participants indicated their
responses via pre-specified buttons on a button box held in
their right hand and all stimuli were projected onto a screen
situated at the back of the scanner, which could be seen via a
mirror mounted on the MRI head coil.
Prior to scanning, all participants were administered a short
practice task on a laptop computer (1200 3 7.500 screen display,
960 3 540 pixel resolution). This practice version consisted of
four trials each of possible and impossible judgments, and four
trials of the scrambled dot search task. All practice trials used a
different set of stimuli to those presented in the scanner.

Functional localizer task
A functional localizer task was administered after the experimental paradigm in order to isolate brain voxels that activate
preferentially to scenes (Epstein and Kanwisher, 1998), independently of whether they respond to the experimental task.
Participants were shown randomized blocks of sequentially presented gray-scale stimuli: scenes, objects, and faces. Twenty
stimuli were presented within each block, each for 300 ms (ISI
450 ms). Four blocks of each stimulus type were presented,
and a fixation cross (15,000 ms) was presented between every
Hippocampus

three blocks. Participants were instructed to press a preassigned
button on a hand-held button box whenever an object was presented twice in a row (1-back task), to ensure attendance to
stimuli.

Recognition memory task
In order to explore activity related to incidental memory
encoding, participants were administered a surprise recognition
memory test for the spatial coherency judgment and baseline
task stimuli immediately after scanning. Participants were
shown color images of possible and impossible scenes, one at a
time on a laptop computer (12” 3 7.5” screen display, 960 3
540 pixel resolution). Half of these scenes had been presented
during scanning, with the other half being new (i.e., 50% targets and 50% foils), for a total of 112 previously presented
stimuli (56 scenes, 56 scrambled images) and 112 newly presented stimuli (56 scenes, 56 scrambled images). Participants
were instructed to categorize each scene as old or new using
pre-specified keys on the laptop keyboard, and were allowed as
much time as needed for each trial.

Scanning procedure
Neuroimaging data were acquired with a 3T Signa MRI
(GE Medical Systems) at the MRI Unit of the Centre for
Addiction and Mental Health Research Imaging Centre,
Toronto, Canada. The experimental portion consisted of 378
functional image volumes were collected over two runs using a
T2*-weighted Blood Oxygen Level Dependent (BOLD) Spiral
In/Out pulse sequence (Glover, 2012) (number of slices 5 47,
voxel resolution5 3.5 3 3.5 3 3.5 mm, matrix size 5 64 3
64, repetition time [TR] 5 3000 ms, echo time [TE] 5 30 ms,
FA 5 608, inter-slice distance 5 0 mm). The same Spiral In/
Out pulse sequence was also used to collect 86 functional
image volumes while participant performed a localizer task (see
below). High-resolution whole-brain T1-weighted 3D anatomical images were acquired using a BRAVO sequence comprising
200 slices with acquisition parameters: voxel resolution 5 0.9
3 0.9 3 0.9 mm3, matrix size 5 256 3 256 TR 5 6.7 ms,
TE 5 3 ms, FA 588.

Behavioral analyses
Performance accuracy during fMRI acquisition (percent of
trials correct) was analyzed using a two-way repeated measures
(RM) ANOVA with within-subjects factors of condition (possible and impossible) and task (spatial coherency judgment, baseline task). Reaction times during fMRI acquisition were
entered into a three-way RM ANOVA with within-subjects factors of accuracy (correct, incorrect), condition (possible, impossible) and task (spatial coherency judgment, baseline task).
Pairwise comparisons meeting Bonferroni corrected alpha levels
were used to investigate effects between conditions within each
ANOVA. For the recognition memory task, the proportion of
hits (H, correct identification of repetition/old stimuli) and
false alarms (FA, incorrect identification of a new stimulus as a
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repetition/being old) were calculated for each participant. Signal detection theory was then used to derive a behavioral measure of sensitivity for the recognition memory task d’ 5 Z(H) –
Z(FA). All false alarm rates or hits equal to 0 or 1 were adjusted by adding or subtracting half of a trial, respectively (Macmillan and Kaplan, 1985). We investigated any potential
differences in sensitivity across conditions with a 2 3 2 3 2
RM ANOVA with within-subject factors of accuracy at encoding (correct, incorrect), task-type (experimental task, baseline
task), and spatial coherency (possible, impossible).

Imaging Analyses
Data pre-processing
Brain image data pre-processing and analysis were performed
using the FMRI Expert Analysis Tool (FEAT version 5.0.1)
part of the FMRIB Software Library (www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl;
Smith et al., 2004). The data for all three EPI runs for each
participant (two experimental and one functional localizer run)
were processed with the following steps: (1) BET mesh deformation approach for segmentation of brain from non-brain
matter (Smith, 2002), (2) MCFLIRT motion correction, in
which image volumes were realigned to a central volume with
rigid body registration (Jenkinson et al., 2002), (3) spatial
smoothing using a Gaussian kernel (full width at halfmaximum, 6 mm), (4) normalization of the EPI dataset to
grand-mean intensity with a single multiplicative factor, (5)
high-pass temporal filtering (50 s) to remove noise due to low
frequency scanner drift, and (6) registration of each participant’s EPI data to their high-resolution anatomical T1 3D spatial scan and to a standard Montreal Neurological Institute
(MNI-152) template image using a combination of linear and
non-linear approaches including boundary-based registration
(Greve and Fischl, 2009). Thus, all stereotactic coordinates are
reported in MNI space (x, y, z).

Univariate fMRI data analysis
After pre-processing, the experimental functional data for
each participant (two runs per subject) were submitted to two
separate general linear models (GLM) using FEAT. The first
was designed to investigate the spatial coherency task collapsed
across subsequent memory performance, and a second to investigate subsequent memory performance collapsed across performance on the spatial coherency judgment task. The functional
localizer data were analyzed using a third GLM.
Examining neural activity associated with spatial coherency
judgments. For each run of each participant, one predictor
was convolved with a double-gamma model of the human
hemodynamic response function (HRF) for each condition (or
explanatory variable, EV). There were 9 EVs: one each for correct trials of each of the four conditions (possible scene, impossible scene, possible scrambled, impossible scrambled), one
each for incorrect trials of each of the four conditions, and one
EV for fixation. Parameter estimates relating the height of the
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HRF response to each EV were calculated on a voxel by voxel
basis, via a multiple linear regression of the response timecourse, creating one beta image for each regressor. Since we
were interested in successful scene processing, we focused on
correct trials and created beta images for the following contrasts of interest. First, to confirm that each of our regions of
interest (ROI) responded to scene stimuli, we investigated
whether each of our ROIs showed activity greater to scenes
compared to scrambled baseline images: “(correct impossible scenes 1 correct possible scenes) > (correct possible scrambled 1 correct
impossible scrambled)” (see Supplementary Material). Next, to
examine our main interest, neural activity particular to impossible compared to possible scenes was probed with the contrasts
“correct impossible > correct possible scenes,” and “correct possible > correct impossible scenes.” Since accuracy was modelled as
part of our GLM, we also conducted a number of contrasts
pertaining to incorrect trials. The findings for these are
reported in full in the Supplementary Material, although notably, no consistent pattern of results emerged when comparing
incorrect and correct coherency judgments. This may not be
surprising since there were fewer incorrect trials (i.e., leading to
reduced statistical power) and moreover, a number of factors
could have potentially contributed to inaccurate coherency
judgments (e.g., incorrect button presses, momentary lack of
concentration, etc.). Thus, since incorrect trials can be difficult
to interpret and as we were primarily interested in neural activity when participants processed spatial coherency successfully,
we have chosen to focus our discussion on the correct trial
analyses.
A second-level statistical analysis was then conducted across
the two functional sessions for each subject using a standard
weighted fixed effects model, and with each functional session
as a higher level regressor. The resulting parameter estimate
images for each participant were then combined in a higherlevel (group) analysis using a method of permutation-based
non-parametric inference (Randomise function of FSL: http://
www.fmrib.ox.ac.uk/fsl/randomise, version 2.1; 5000 permutations used) known as threshold-free cluster enhancement
(TFCE: Smith and Nichols, 2009). TFCE identifies clusters of
activation from standard GLM designs and does not require
the size and extent of clusters to be pre-defined beforehand. As
such, the use of TFCE can avoid problems/bias related to identifying significant activations according to some pre-selected
arbitrary threshold. To correct for multiple comparisons, TFCE
applies a multi-threshold meta-analysis of random field theory
cluster-P values. In the current study, clusters with a corrected
family-wise (FWE) P-value of < 0.05 within each of our predefined ROIs — HC, PPA, PHG, and RSC — were considered
statistically significant (i.e., small volume correction, SVC; see
“fMRI Regions of Interest” section later).
Examining neural activity associated with subsequent
memory. For each run of each participant, one predictor was
convolved with a double-gamma model of the HRF for each
EV. Since we were interested in successful versus unsuccessful
coding, trials were modelled according to subsequent memory
Hippocampus
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FIGURE 2.
Sagittal, coronal, and horizontal views of significant clusters in each ROI above bar graphs illustrating the mean
percent signal change extracted from the maximum peak voxel for
each ROI. Clusters resulting from the contrast of correct impossible > correct possible scenes are depicted for (a) HC and (b) ERC.
Clusters resulting from the contrast of correct possible > correct
impossible scenes in the (c), PPA and (d) RSC. Error bars represent

SEM of the within-subject difference between impossible and possible conditions for each correct and incorrect trials respectively. All
clusters are depicted at P < 0.05, FWE-svc and rendered on
MNI152 template. 0 percent signal change denotes the baseline
activity (mean signal intensity) across the scanning session. ROIs
are depicted in (e): HC (red), PHG (fuchsia), PPA (blue), and RSC
(light blue). [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

irrespective of coherency accuracy. There were 9 EVs: one each
for trials that were subsequently recognized or forgotten for
each condition (recognition hit or miss for possible scene,
impossible scene, possible scrambled, impossible scrambled),
and one EV for fixation. Parameter estimates relating the
height of the HRF response to each EV were calculated on a
voxel by voxel basis, via a multiple linear regression of the
response time-course, creating one beta image for each regressor. Beta images were also created to investigate whether each
of our ROIs showed activity greater to remembered
scenes compared to forgotten scenes: “remembered scene
(impossible 1 possible) > forgotten scene (impossible 1 possible).”
We also analyzed activity specific to recognition of each spatial

coherency condition: remembered possible scene > forgotten possible scene, remembered impossible scene > forgotten impossible
scene. A second-level statistical analysis was conducted with the
same specifications as above (see “Examining neural activity
associated with spatial coherency judgments”).

Hippocampus

Functional localizer fMRI analysis
For each participant, a predictor was convolved with a
double-gamma model for each stimulus category (scenes,
objects, faces) and one baseline condition (fixation; i.e., 4 EVs
in total). Parameter estimates relating the height of the HRF
response to each EV were calculated on a voxel by voxel basis,
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via a multiple linear regression of the response time-course.
This created one beta image for each EV as well as the planned
contrast of interest “scene – (object 1 face)” to isolate sceneselective voxels in the parahippocampal cortex (parahippocampal place area, PPA). An additional contrast of “object (scene 1 face)” was used to isolate object sensitive voxels in the
lateral occipital cortex (LOC) to further investigate effects
found in the multivariate connectivity analysis (see “Results—
fMRI study”). The resulting parameter estimate images for
each participant were combined in a higher-level (group) analysis with a mixed effects model, and significant activity in the
parahippocampal cortex, and lateral occipital cortex were identified using a random field-based voxel-wise threshold of
P < 0.01, family-wise error corrected for multiple comparisons.
This scene-sensitive region was subsequently used as a grouplevel functional ROI (fROI).
fMRI Regions of Interest. Four bilateral masks were used;
one fROI and three anatomical ROIs (aROI), in order to
investigate neural activity during spatial coherency judgments
in a priori brain regions of interest (Fig. 2). The fROI comprised the PPA as identified by the functional localizer (PPA:
707 voxels). The HC and PHG aROIs were each created from
the Harvard Cortical and Sub-Cortical Spatial Atlases. For the
former, the right and left hippocampi were combined and
thresholded at 50% (1013 voxels). The PHG mask was created
using a combination of the anterior and posterior parahippocampal gyri in both hemispheres, thresholded at 50% (876
voxels). The RSC mask was created from the MRIcron Brodmann Template (www.mccauslandcenter.sc.edu/mricro/mricron), by combining Brodmann areas 29 and 30; 318 voxels).
Finally, the LOC mask was identified by the functional localizer and used to interrogate the Multivariate PLS data (226
voxels).

Multivariate fMRI data analyses
In order to explore possible functional interactions between
regions identified in the univariate analyses and the rest of the
brain, functional connectivity was investigated employing a
partial least squares approach (seed-PLS; McIntosh et al., 1996;
McIntosh and Lobaugh, 2004). Seed-PLS is a covariance-based
multivariate analysis technique that examines how patterns of
activity vary across the brain with respect to activity in a seed
ROI over time, in this case 5 time windows (each corresponding to a TR) from the start of each trial. We adopted a nonrotated (i.e., contrast-based as opposed to data-driven)
approach (McIntosh et al., 1996), which allowed us to examine
the possibility that there were reliable differences in connectivity that related to a contrast of interest. To achieve this, correlation matrices capturing the relationship between a seed (e.g.,
HC peak voxel identified from the univariate analysis) and the
brain data (BOLD signal), as well as a contrast of interest (i.e.,
correct possible versus correct impossible) and brain data
(BOLD signal) were calculated (Krishnan et al., 2011), and
stacked to form a single matrix. Next, singular-value
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decomposition was completed, resulting in a set of orthogonal
latent variables (LVs) that describe the relation between the
seed/design and data matrices. Each LV comprised: (1) a
singular-value indicating the strength of the LV; (2) a linear
contrast between the task conditions coding the effect depicted
by the LV; and (3) a singular image detailing the weight, or
“salience” of each voxel to the LV within each time lag proportional to the covariance of activity with the contrast. The statistical significance of each LV was formally assessed via a
permutation technique that randomly reassigned each subject’s
data to each condition, prior to rerunning the analysis. With
each reordering a new singular value was created, and in the
current analysis this reordering was carried out 500 times (i.e.,
500 permutations). As such, the significance for a given LV
reflects the exact probability that the singular value from the
permuted data exceeded the original LV singular value, applying a threshold of P < 0.05. The reliability of the LV voxel saliences from the singular image was established using bootstrap
estimation of the standard error (SE). This procedure involved
randomly resampling subjects with replacement, and rerunning
the PLS analysis to determine new saliences. This bootstrap
procedure was repeated 200 times, and the bootstrap SE was
calculated from the resampled saliences. As the ratio of the
observed salience to the bootstrap SE approximates a z-score,
clusters comprising  15 voxels with a bootstrap ratio
(BSR) > 2.81 were deemed reliable.

Eye-Tracking
Participants
Fourteen undergraduates (eight female; aged 18–22 years,
M 5 19.86; S.D. 5 1.23) were recruited from the University
of Toronto community. Each volunteer gave informed written consent to participate in the study and was compensated
class credit for their time. This study was approved by the
Office of Research Ethics at the University of Toronto (Ref:
26827).

General procedure
Eye movements were recorded during a self-paced spatial
coherency judgment task. Participants were presented with single spatial scene images and were instructed to determine
whether each stimulus was “possible” or “impossible” using
pre-specified buttons on a keypad. The task was self-paced so
that trials terminated once participants responded. A Tobii
T120 system (Tobii Technology), comprising a 17 in. LCD
monitor (1280 3 1024 pixel resolution) with an inbuilt 120
Hz infrared eye-tracker, was used in conjunction with Tobii
Studio version 3.0.9 software to administer the task, and to
record participant responses and eye movements.

Stimuli
Scene images consisted of the same virtual reality images
used in the fMRI study.
Hippocampus
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FIGURE 3.
Results of the HC seed PLS contrast, depicting differences in connectivity between the HC and rest of the brain for
correct possible and correct impossible scene conditions. (a) Bar
graph with Y-axis indicating the degree to which HC seed voxel
activity (26, 28, 20) correlates with the network activity for correct
possible (shown in blue) and correct impossible (shown in red) conditions. Error bars denote 95% confidence intervals derived from
500 permutation tests. (b) Whole-brain patterns of connectivity

across TRs 2-5 from stimulus onset, corresponding to the contrast
depicted in (a). Cool colors reflect greater connectivity with HC
seed for correct possible scenes, warm colors reflect greater connectivity with HC seed for correct impossible scenes. All clusters are
depicted at P < 0.005; BSR 5 bootstrap ratio. (c) Inlay depicting
the overlap between HC connectivity for impossible scene (red) and
an overlay of LOC mask from an independent localizer (green).
[Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Data analyses

overall; percentage of fixations to the AOI compared to the rest
of the scene; and ratio of fixations within the AOI compared
to between the AOI and rest of the scene. Each of these measures was subjected to a paired-samples t-test of possible versus
impossible scenes.

Performance accuracy during eye-tracking (percent of trials
correct), and reaction times (correct-trials only) were each analyzed with a paired-samples t-test in order to compare performance on the possible and impossible scenes. Eye movement
data were first processed by algorithms as implemented in
Tobii Studio, the full details of which are reported in previous
work (Erez et al., 2013), and also available online (www.tobii.
com). Briefly, gaze point data was examined with a sliding 42
ms window, and fixations within this time were processed such
that any two gaze points within 35 pixels were considered a
single fixation point, whereas gaze points more than 35 pixels
apart were considered separate fixation points. Missing gaze
data of less than 100 ms were filled in by interpolation.
To provide insight into participant viewing patterns, the spatially incoherent portion of each impossible scene was delineated as an area of interest (AOI) and each impossible scene AOI
was then superimposed onto the associated possible scene
counterpart in order to serve as a baseline for eye movements
to the AOI. We constrained the analysis of eye movement data
to trials for which there was no loss of eye-tracking signal
(mean 6.89 trials excluded, pattern of results similar without
filtering). Eye-tracking data from each correct trial were then
interrogated with the following measures: number of fixations
Hippocampus

RESULTS
fMRI Study
Participants were significantly above chance at determining
the spatial coherency of both possible (t(15) 5 13.67,
P < 0.001) and impossible (t(15) 5 13.34, P 5 < 0.001) scenes,
with no significant difference in accuracy between the two trial
types (t(15) 5 1.89, P 5 0.08; see Fig. 1d). Reaction times were,
however, significantly longer for correct possible compared to
correct impossible scenes (t(15) 5 8.91, P < 0.001; see Fig. 1e).
Univariate fMRI ROI analyses of “(correct impossible 1 correct
possible) > (correct
possible
scrambled 1 correct
impossible
scrambled)” revealed that all four ROIs responded more to
scenes than their scrambled counterparts (see Supplementary
Material for further details), implying that each of these regions
is involved in processing scenes.

IMPOSSIBLE SCENES: AN FMRI STUDY OF SCENE COHERENCY
Our univariate fMRI ROI analyses (see Supplementary
Material Table 1 for whole-brain level findings) of correct
impossible > correct possible scenes revealed significantly greater
neural activity only in the HC and PHG. There were four
clusters of activity in the HC, one in the right anterior HC
(peak: 26, 28, 220, P 5 0.016, family-wise error small volume corrected (FWE-svc), 96 voxels; see Fig. 2a), and three
more posteriorly in the left hemisphere (peak: 228, 224,
218, P 5 0.014, FWE-svc, 57 voxels; peak: 218, 238, 0,
P 5 0.030, FWE-svc, 15 voxels; peak: 226, 214, 224,
P 5 0.046, FWE-svc, 8 voxels). In the PHG, a significant cluster of activity was found in the medial ERC (peak: 16, 26,
228, P 5 0.0043, FWE-svc, 7 voxels; see Fig. 2b). Notably,
there were no significant clusters in either the HC or PHG
associated with greater activity during correct possible > correct
impossible scenes. Aspects of the PPA and RSC, on the other
hand, revealed a contrasting pattern of activity. Significantly
greater activity was found for correct possible > correct impossible
scenes in the right PPA (peak: 26, 248, 26, P < 0.0001,
FWE-svc, 367 voxels; see Fig. 2c) and left PPA (peak: 228,
254, 210, P < 0.0001, FWE-svc, 252 voxels), as well as the
RSC in the right hemisphere (peak: 12, 250, 8, P 5 0.006,
FWE-svc, 51 voxels; see Fig. 2d), with no significant activity
associated with correct impossible > correct possible scenes in either
of these ROIs. Note that all peaks in the HC, PHG, PPA, and
RSC survived whole-brain FWE correction (P < 0.05) with the
exception of two of the HC peaks (peak: 218, 238, 0, peak:
226, 214, 224).
We next examined the functional connectivity of each ROI
with multivariate PLS, using a contrast-based approach (i.e.,
bidirectional contrast between correct impossible and correct
possible scenes). Signal was extracted from the peak HC and
ERC voxels in each hemisphere identified with the univariate
contrast correct impossible > correct possible scenes, and from the
peak RSC and PPA voxels in each hemisphere identified with
the univariate contrast correct possible > correct impossible scenes.
Importantly, the approach used to select the seed regions is
agnostic with respect to condition-dependant changes in functional connectivity with the rest of the brain.
The right HC seed region exhibited distinct patterns of connectivity during correct impossible and correct possible scene
trials (P 5 0.04). The same analyses, however, did not reveal a
reliable distinction in seed connectivity between the left HC
(P 5 0.40), ERC (P 5 0.56), PPA (left: P 5 0.76; right:
P 5 0.89), or RSC (P 5 0.08), and the rest of the brain. During the accurate identification of impossible scenes, we found
robust connectivity between the right HC and several posterior
and anterior regions of visual cortex and the temporal lobe,
including the occipital pole (218, 292, 218), intracalcarine
cortex (18, 286, 8), inferior lateral occipital cortex (232,
272, 4), superior lateral occipital cortex (216, 260, 52), temporal occipital fusiform cortex (30, 242, 218), and PHG
(218, 220, 220; see Fig. 3b; for full details see Supplementary Material Table 2). Notably, two of these peak connectivity
coordinates (44, 260, 0; 52, 262, 210) fell within an independently defined mask of object-sensitive lateral occipital
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FIGURE 4.
Subsequent recognition memory performance (d’)
after scanning for correct coherency judgement trials. Error bars
represent standard error.

complex (Malach et al., 1995; see Fig. 3c; LOC; objects > scenes 1 faces; see Functional Localizer fMRI analysis).
For the same contrast of connectivity between correct impossible and correct possible scenes, the accurate identification of
possible scenes was associated with greater connectivity between
the HC and the caudate (20, 16, 14), as well as several midline
regions including the cingulate gyrus (0, 238, 16), paracingulate gyrus (26, 50, 18) and precuneus cortex (14, 264, 26),
and frontal regions, including the precentral gyrus (244, 2,
36), middle frontal gyrus (36, 20, 42), superior frontal gyrus
(224, 8, 66), and frontal pole (12, 54, 30). Significant connectivity was also found between the HC and the superior lateral occipital cortex (246, 282, 18), angular gyrus (240,
258, 44), and inferior temporal gyrus (44, 224, 220; for full
details see Supplementary Material Table 2). Notably, inaccurate trials did not contribute to this pattern of distinct connectivity (see Fig. 3a). While our data cannot distinguish the
direction of the relationship between functional connectivity
and behavioral performance, this finding suggests that these
two factors are related.
Finally, in order to determine whether our fMRI findings
could be explained by differences in long-term declarative
memory processing (i.e., episodic encoding), we administered a
surprise recognition memory test after scanning for the stimuli
that had been presented in the scanner. Participants were significantly above chance at remembering correct possible and
impossible scene images as measured by d’ correct possible
scenes: t(15) 5 8.08, P < 0.001; correct impossible scenes:
t(15) 5 13.40, P < 0.001; see Fig. 4). Crucially, there was no
significant difference in performance between these two
(t(15) 5 0.14, P 5 0.89).
Modelling the fMRI data according to subsequent memory
(irrespective of coherency judgement accuracy) did not reveal
significantly greater activity for remembered > forgotten scenes
(possible and impossible combined) in any of the four ROIs,
although there was a sub-threshold cluster in the left PPA
(peak: 218, 242, 210, P 5 0.091, FWE-svc). Comparisons
of remembered > forgotten scenes within each scene type also did
not reveal significant effects of memory for either possible or
impossible scenes. Notably, however, two clusters of activity
approached significance for remembered > forgotten possible
Hippocampus
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FIGURE 5.
Eye-tracking perceptual judgement task performance. (a) Bar graphs depict
average accuracy (percent correct). The following graphs represent performance on correct trials only: (b) reaction time (s) and, (c) number of fixations across each scene. Error bars represent standard error, two asterisks indicate significance at P < 0.01.

scenes: one in the right hemisphere PPA (peak: 22, 248, 214,
P 5 0.054, FWE-svc), and one in the right HC (peak: 24,
214, 216, P 5 0.062, FWE-svc).

Eye-Tracking Study
Since HC activity has been previously shown to be sensitive
to short-term spatial information load (Schon et al., 2009; Lee
and Rudebeck 2010a), one potential explanation for the greater
HC activity during impossible compared to possible scenes is
that the former place a greater demand on holding scene information online while making coherency judgements. To address
this, we recorded eye movements while participants performed
self-paced spatial coherency judgments to the scenes presented
in the fMRI study. Given that fixations denote attention to a
scene region (Irwin and Gordon, 1998), we expected that the
amount of scene information available for mental representation would increase with the number of eye movements across
a trial (Van Orden et al., 2001), as the task necessitates the
integration of information acquired at each fixation. We thus
used number of fixations as a proxy for the amount of information held online (i.e., in short-term or working memory)
across a trial. Eye-tracking also allowed us to investigate which
areas of the scene participants examined while performing spatial coherency judgments. To this end, we quantified viewing
patterns for each scene to assess how often participants fixated
on the spatial incoherency embedded within the scene, as well
as the pattern of fixations between the region of spatial incoherency and rest of the scene.
Behavioral accuracy was significantly greater for possible
compared to impossible scenes (t(13) 5 4.19, P < 0.01; see Fig.
5a), whereas reaction times were not significantly different
across conditions (t(13) 5 .61, P 5 0.55; see Fig. 5b). Analysis
of eye movements revealed more total fixations for correct spatial coherency judgments of possible scenes than for correct
spatial coherency judgments of impossible scenes (t(13) 5 3.89,
P < 0.01; see Fig. 5c), and this effect remained after normalizing for time spent viewing the scene (t(13) 5 2.21, P < 0.05).
These data imply that judging the spatial coherency of possible
Hippocampus

scenes required greater sampling of scene information than
judging the spatial coherency of impossible scenes, inconsistent
with the notion that impossible scenes were associated with
greater maintenance of scene information as compared to possible scenes over the course of a trial.
To assess how spatial incoherencies affected eye movement
patterns during impossible spatial coherency judgments, we
delineated the spatially incoherent portion of each impossible
scene as an area of interest (AOI; see Fig. 6a). Each impossible
scene AOI was then superimposed onto the associated possible
scene counterpart in order to serve as a baseline for eye movements to the impossible region (see Fig. 6b). We examined the
proportion of fixations to the impossible region AOI compared
to the rest of the scene (see Fig. 6c). The vast majority (81%)
of fixations across the impossible scene were to the AOI, which
was significantly greater than the percent of fixations to the
corresponding AOI in the possible scenes (59%, t(13) 5 10.51,
P < 0.001; see Fig. 6d); when scaled by the size of the AOI,
these effects held (t(13) 5 10.25; P < 0.001). To further quantify how participants viewed the spatial incoherency within the
scene, we compared the number of consecutive fixations within
the bounds of the AOI (“within” fixations) to consecutive fixations between the AOI and the rest of the scene (“between” fixations) and calculated a within-to-between ratio of saccades for
possible and impossible scenes (Gajewski and Henderson,
2005; Erez et al., 2013). This revealed more within-AOI fixations than between-AOI fixations for impossible, but not possible, scenes (impossible: t(13) 5 4.19, P 5 0.001, possible:
t(13) 5 0.28, P 5 0.79). Likewise, the within-to-between AOI
ratio was greater for impossible scenes than for possible scenes
(t(13) 5 6.74, P < 0.001; see Fig. 6e). This pattern of viewing
suggests that any given fixation to a spatial incoherency within
a scene was usually immediately followed by additional fixations to other parts of the spatial incoherency, as opposed to
the surrounding spatially coherent elements of the image. This
pattern of viewing seems to indicate that before identifying a
scene as impossible, multiple fixations are made across the spatially incoherent portion of the scene, possibly in an attempt to
bind the elements of the spatial incoherency together.

IMPOSSIBLE SCENES: AN FMRI STUDY OF SCENE COHERENCY
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FIGURE 6.
Area of Interest (AOI) analyses for the eyetracking perceptual judgement task. Examples of AOI over (a) the
structural incongruency within an impossible scene (in red) and
(b) the corresponding area of the possible scene counterpart (in
blue). (c) Example of fixations over a single trial, with a within to
between ratio of 3:1. Fixations are numbered first (“1”) to last
(“4”), saccades are represented by white lines connecting fixations.
The saccade between fixations 1 and 2 constitutes a “within”

fixation, whereas the saccade between fixations 3 and 4 constitutes
a “between” fixation. The following graphs represent performance
on correct trials only: (d) average percent fixations to the AOI
compared to the entire scene, and (e) average ratio of fixations
within the AOI compared to between the AOI and rest of the
scene. Error bars represent standard error; three asterisks indicate
significance at P < 0.001. [Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

Finally, when we analyzed eye movements for the subset of
trials in which participants responded within 5000 ms (the
time constraint in the fMRI task), we found a similar pattern
of behavioral results to those reported for the fMRI task (no
difference in accuracy, significant difference in reaction time),
whereas the eye-movement results were nearly identical to those
reported above (see Supplementary Material).

and participants judged whether these scenes were possible or
impossible in the real word. The present work provides, to our
knowledge, the first demonstration that activity in the HC,
ERC, RSC, and PPA is sensitive to violations of spatial coherency. Univariate fMRI analyses revealed that these brain regions
contributed differentially, with greater HC and medial ERC
activity during the detection of spatial incoherency, and greater
PPA and RSC activity during the detection of spatial coherency. Further, seed-based multivariate functional connectivity
analyses revealed reliable changes in HC functional connectivity
when accurately assessing spatially incoherent as compared to
coherent scenes, which were not present for the PPA, ERC, or
RSC.
Given the well-established role of the HC in mnemonic
processing (Squire, 1982; Moscovitch et al., 2005), it is important to note that our observation of increased hippocampal
activity for impossible, relative to possible, scenes was not driven by differences in memory demands across conditions. In
short, we found no evidence for greater incidental encoding for

DISCUSSION
To date, few studies have focused on how the brain supports
spatial coherency, a crucial component of normal scene processing in which components of a scenes are bound into a coherent
percept. Here we examined the neural correlates of spatial
coherency in scene processing regions using a novel paradigm:
spatial incoherencies were embedded into virtual reality scenes,

Hippocampus
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the impossible scene condition. There were no differences in
the proportion of remembered to forgotten scenes between
possible and impossible scenes, and a direct analysis of remembered versus forgotten scenes did not reveal any significant
changes in activity. These findings also undermine the argument that the increased HC activity during impossible scenes
was simply the result of these scenes being more attentiongrabbing than the possible scenes, since one would expect
increased attention to a stimulus to enhance subsequent memory. There was, however, a trend for greater activity in subsequently remembered versus forgotten possible scenes in the
HC and PPA, which was not present for impossible scenes.
This trend is consistent with previous reports of greater activity
in the HC for old versus new possible objects, but not impossible objects (Schacter et al., 1995), suggesting that spatial coherency may affect how the MTL encodes stimuli. Thus, given
that subsequent memory was not different between conditions,
and direct fMRI contrasts of remembered and forgotten stimuli
did not reveal significant activity in any ROI, it seems unlikely
that greater activity in the HC to impossible scenes can be
explained by a greater memory demand in this condition.
A separate eye-tracking experiment to examine scene information load showed that, when making correct spatial coherency judgments, a greater number of fixations were made to
possible compared to impossible scenes. This was true for both
number of total fixations as well as number of fixations per second, suggesting that correctly identifying possible scenes may
entail holding more scene-features online compared to correctly
identifying impossible scenes. We also observed a shift in fixation strategy when participants viewed impossible scenes such
that multiple fixations were made across the spatially incoherent portion of the scene. This qualitative difference in eyemovements likely reflects an attempt to bind the incoherent
portions of impossible scenes into a coherent whole. It is
important to highlight that the number of fixations cannot
account for the increased activity for impossible scenes in the
HC and ERC, although this may have contributed to the
greater activity for possible scenes in the PPA and RSC (see later for discussion). A similar argument could also be made for
the longer reaction times in the possible scene condition: if
greater or protracted cognitive effort is driving the increase in
neural response, this would only increase activity associated
with coherency judgments of possible scenes. In the HC, we
found the exactly opposite pattern: greater activity for impossible scenes, which were associated with fewer fixations and
shorter reaction times. We argue, therefore, that our data suggest that the HC is sensitive to the perceptual properties of
scenes, and speak to a current debate in the literature as to
whether the HC is involved in scene processing beyond the
mnemonic domain (Kim et al., 2011; Lee et al., 2012).
We propose that the observed increase in HC activity to spatially incoherent scenes reflects the representational content of
this brain region, supporting the view that a critical determinant of HC involvement in scene processing is the extent to
which a given task taxes complex conjunctions of spatial features, irrespective of the cognitive process involved (e.g.,
Hippocampus

memory or perception; Lee et al., 2012). According to this
viewpoint, the greater HC activity during impossible scenes
can be interpreted as the increased demand that these stimuli
place on binding the different spatial features within each
image to create conjunctive representations. It is important to
note that since a non-spatial coherency comparison (e.g., possible vs. impossible objects) was not included in the current
study, the present data cannot, on their own, be interpreted as
evidence for a specialized role for the HC in processing scenes.
Crucially, however, it is the convergence of the current work
with other studies, which suggests that our findings reflect a
role for the HC in representing conjunctions of spatial features.
Neuropsychological studies of populations with HC damage
have reported visual discrimination deficits for complex scenes,
but not for objects or faces (Lee et al., 2005a; b), including
intact perception of Escher-like impossible objects (Lee and
Rudebeck, 2010b). Similarly, neuroimaging studies of neurologically intact individuals found increased HC activity when
participants discriminated scenes on the basis of conjunctions
of spatial features as opposed to single features and/or objects
(Lee et al., 2008; Barense et al., 2010). Notably, the tasks in
each of these studies required the simultaneous comparison of
multiple scene stimuli, complicating the interpretation of their
results with respect to perception and/or mnemonic processing.
Here, we report evidence for HC involvement in a perceptual
scene task involving a unique, single stimulus on each trial,
thus eliminating the need to remember information across trials or maintain multiple distinct scenes within each trial.
Amidst a growing literature indicating HC involvement in spatial cognition beyond long-term memory, we believe that these
data provide the strongest evidence to date that the role of the
HC in spatial cognition is not limited to the domain of longterm or working memory, but extends to perception.
In keeping with the idea that the HC processes complex
conjunctions of spatial features and that viewing impossible
scenes taxes the binding of scene elements, our functional connectivity analysis revealed differential HC connectivity between
correct possible and correct impossible scene conditions. Most
notably, correct impossible trials (compared to correct possible
trials) were associated with increased connectivity between the
hippocampus and posterior visual regions, including the LOC.
Although one interpretation is that impossible scenes were perceived as more object-like, leading to increased recruitment of
the LOC, we prefer an alternate explanation. We argue that
our functional connectivity findings suggest that the hippocampus recruits object regions in the service of scene representation
in order to resolve violations of spatial coherency. This argument is supported by past research highlighting HC involvement in scene perception, but not object perception (Lee et al.,
2008; Lee and Rudebeck, 2010b). More specifically, we believe
that a greater demand on scene feature binding during the perception of impossible scenes may place a greater emphasis on
local feature integration, resulting in a greater interplay
between LOC and the HC. This conclusion is further supported by our eye-tracking findings, in which we found that
participants fixate sequentially within the impossible section of
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a scene, rather than between this section and the rest of the
scene. Not inconsistent with this suggestion, recent work has
suggested a role for object regions, such as the LOC, in scene
processing. For example, MacEvoy and Epstein (2011) recently
demonstrated that the LOC is sensitive to scene-category information associated with particular objects. Similarly, Park et al.
(2011) reported that scene classification based on patterns of
activity in the LOC was more likely to confuse scenes with
similar content (i.e., two natural scenes) than two scenes with
similar geometric properties (i.e., two images of open fields),
suggesting that the LOC does carry scene-relevant information.
While these studies were aimed at exploring scene-recognition
based on semantic information carried by scene-embedded
objects, the current findings hint that LOC-dependent perceptual information may also contribute to scene cognition.
In contrast, accurate possible trials were associated with
greater connectivity between the HC and a number of brain
regions including the caudate, and multiple midline, temporal
and frontal regions (see Supplementary Material Table 2 for
full details). With no a priori hypotheses regarding the involvement of these regions, further work will be required to fully
understand the contributions of these areas to the identification
of possible scenes. Nevertheless, given the dominance of frontal
regions in our observed results, a comment on their involvement is in order. It is possible that the involvement of the
observed frontal areas may be explained by their role in maintaining top-down representations of stimulus class. For example, the dorsal medial prefrontal cortex has been observed to be
significantly active when participants are anticipating the presentation of a specific class of images, regardless of incoming
sensory information (Summerfield et al., 2006). In contrast,
greater orbitofrontal cortex activity has been found when there
is a match between anticipated and incoming stimuli (Summerfield and Koechlin, 2008). In the current paradigm, it is
therefore conceivable that co-activation between HC and these
frontal regions reflects subjects’ prior knowledge of scenes,
which is more closely matched to the presented possible compared to impossible scenes.
Our observation that the HC is involved in our scene perception task is consistent with several theories of HC function.
Informational accounts posit that the HC binds relational associations between items, and between items and contexts (Davachi, 2006; Ranganath, 2010). Some have suggested an
extension of the role of HC in relational binding to include
relationships between items held in working memory (Olsen
et al., 2012), and, more recently, some forms of perception
(Aly et al., 2013). Here we argue that the constituent elements
of spatially impossible scenes may be bound in relation to one
another by the HC, an assertion not incompatible with more
recent interpretations of relational theory. Note, however, that
relational accounts do not assign any special status to scene
stimuli per se, but rather view scenes as one instance of a relational percept. In contrast, the scene construction hypothesis
posits that scenes are the central concern of the HC, and that
the HC will be implicated in any cognitive function that relies
on the construction of a scene (Maguire and Mullally, 2013).
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Particularly, scene construction theory has focused on the need
for the HC in “top-down” creation of scene representations
beyond the bounds of incoming visual information, for example, the extension of scene boundaries in memory beyond the
veridical limits of those presented scenes (Mullally et al.,
2012). Comparatively, the representational hierarchical model
(Saksida and Bussey, 2010) emphasizes the hierarchical organization of incoming sensory information, with complex scenes
constituting the greatest level of conjunctive representations in
the ventral visual stream. Nonetheless, both the representational
hierarchical model and the scene construction model place
scene representation as the critical foundation of HC function
and are, therefore, in our opinion complementary viewpoints.
In contrast to the HC, the PPA demonstrated preferential
involvement during the perception of spatially coherent scenes.
Since response times and the number of fixations was greater
for possible compared to impossible scenes, we cannot discount
entirely that longer processing of the possible scenes may have
contributed to this finding. Our preferred interpretation, however, is that this response pattern reflects the well-established
role of the PPA in processing the perceptual layout of spatial
scenes (Epstein et al., 1999). Although relatively little research
has investigated how the PPA processes spatial geometry, our
findings echo early reports of PPA activity, showing that this
region is more active to non-contiguous, coherently arranged
scene fragments in comparison to separated and incoherently
rearranged scene fragments (Epstein and Kanwisher, 1998).
Similarly, Zeidman et al. (2012) reported that the PPA
responds preferentially to very simple “horizons” containing
depth cues compared to nearly identical stimuli without such
cues. This demonstration of PPA response to bare horizons
implies that three-dimensional space is an important driver of
activity in this region. Additionally, scene classification based
on pattern analysis of PPA response have shown that the PPA
is more likely to confuse scenes with similar geometric properties than scenes with similar content, implying that another
important driver of PPA response is the geometric layout of a
scene (Park et al., 2011). Our study adds an important component to this growing literature by showing that the PPA is sensitive to quite subtle manipulations of overall scene structure,
such that neural activity in this region is diminished for scenes
with slight violations of 3D spatial coherency. In sum, we
believe that violations of 3D spatial coherency in the impossible scenes make these stimuli less “scene-like” compared to spatially coherent scenes, thus disrupting normal scene processing
in the brain. This is in keeping with the idea that the PPA
plays an important role in processing the perceptual layout of
spatial scenes (Epstein et al., 1999), and that both the implication of 3D space and spatial layout modulate PPA activity.
Notably, unlike the HC, we did not find differential connectivity between the PPA and the rest of the brain for the different
scene conditions. Although null results can be difficult to interpret, we note that the PPA is thought to represent details of a
scene, but this role is not thought to extend to binding these
elements together in the service of scene representation in the
same manner as the HC (Epstein, 2008). Further research will
Hippocampus
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be necessary in order to understand fully how the HC and
PPA interact during the processing of spatial coherency.
Though the response to impossible scenes found in the HC
strongly suggests a role of this region in binding disparate
scene elements into a coherent whole, limitations in our design
preclude conclusions regarding the specific nature of structural
coherencies that drive the observed effect. In our impossible
scene stimuli, spatial coherency was violated in one of a number of ways, including inconsistent occlusion of scene elements
and violations of perspective (see Fig. 1). Moreover, the number of scene elements implicated in the violation varied across
stimuli. Because of the limited number of scenes employed, a
systematic investigation of HC response related to the degree
or kind of spatial incoherency would be severely underpowered
in the current paradigm. Importantly, though, we carefully
controlled for any potential confounds between coherency and
scene complexity by matching the possible and impossible
scenes as closely as possible by creating pairs of possible and
impossible scenes that were identical except for a region of
incoherency in the latter. Future investigations might contrast
the kind of spatial violations embedded in impossible scenes or
parametrically vary the number of elements of a scene implicated in spatial coherency.
Finally, although our primary focus was on the HC and
PPA, we also observed sensitivity to manipulations of spatial
coherency in the ERC and RSC. A small cluster of activity in
the medial ERC showed a similar response pattern to the HC.
There was greater activity during the impossible compared to
possible scene condition, although, importantly, there was no
significant change in functional connectivity associated with the
medial ERC across conditions. Given the rich anatomical connectivity between this region and the HC (Amaral and Witter,
1989), this finding may reflect initial processing of converging
spatial information, destined for further processing in the HC.
In contrast, response patterns in the RSC were similar to those
in the PPA, with higher activity for possible compared to
impossible scenes. In the light of the role of the RSC in global
spatial navigation (Epstein and Higgins, 2007; Park and Chun,
2009), as opposed to feature binding, this response could
reflect a preference for an intact spatial environment similar to
that of the PPA.
The current study provides novel insight into the neural correlates underlying spatial coherency processing, and highlights
the differential contributions of the HC and PPA to scene cognition. Here, for the first time, we demonstrate that activity in
the HC is sensitive to a scene perception task in which scene
stimuli were presented in isolation. In line with an important
role for the HC in scene perception and processing complex
conjunctions of spatial features, we found greater activity in
this structure for impossible compared to possible scenes. Further, increased functional connectivity between the HC and
posterior visual regions when viewing spatially incoherent
scenes included the LOC. This, along with our eye-tracking
data, suggests that the identification of impossible scenes places
a greater emphasis on binding the local elements of the spatial
incoherency together. Taken together, we propose that our
Hippocampus

results are consistent with a central role of the HC in the perceptual processing of scenes.
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